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Important: The script only works if Maya is launched from /Applications/; by default, it will look for it there if it exists in the standard install.
You will need to run the script again and it will attempt to install to the new location. It will throw an error if you don't have all the required

files in place. You may wish to export any existing copies of the files for the 2015 license and import them into your 2018 copy. Once
installed, you should see the "Your Serial Number - Install Maya 2018 License (Updated)", as shown below. If you are not seeing this text

then the tool installed correctly and it will continue the process. If the tool did not install correctly, make sure you have a serial number and
a license number listed in the Serial Numbers and License Numbers fields respectively and that you have installed the Install Maya 2018.app

file, with all the required files in the appropriate location. That is, you can just copy and paste that into the Info window, or the terminal
window and just copy the script. Then open the install-maya-2018.sh file on the desktop (not the Terminal or Command Prompt window),

assuming you've already run the script before. If it's asking you to run it in a Terminal window, just drag and drop the file to that window. **
IMPORTANT ** If you have other programs which could interfere with this toolset installation, you can run this script to automatically remove

them. In order to do that you will need to have several commands ready to run in the terminal. It would be best to run the initial terminal
commands in a separate shell, so that you don't accidentally erase your own terminal's history. You can find a detailed explanation on how

to do that in the Install Maya - Vista section of my how to install Maya guide.
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Maya 2018's major new features are: Added Import, Export, and OpenExports plugins. This allows for
the import of native Maya exports via maya's xml format. This is nice if you want to distribute your
model, so people can just drag and drop the file into the plugins and be done. Note that the model

format changed in this release, so you may need to recompile your model. Below is a directory
showing the new formats, and an example of importing a model that was previously in the old

format. Note that the star icon means that the model is still in a mature/stable state, with no known
bugs. Added MayaExporter. The new exporter is a node based exporter, and the first plugin in the list

below. Added MayaImport. The new importer is a plugin format, and the second plugin in the list
below. The feature set is very similar to the new exporter, but the importer is much simpler. Added
MayaRIFExporter. This new exporter is a node based exporter, and the last plugin in the list below.
Taken part of Maya 2016 functionality and migrated it to 2017 functionality. It should be possible to

upgrade to the 2016 functionality using the ported models as well. Note that not all models are
ported - many are left untouched. There are also some specific changes that we decided not to keep
in 2017. Maya 2018 has finally made it to release. Having a strict no-change policy and a very large

team, this is actually the first time we are releasing a release this late, which results in plenty of
"leave it to the last minute" bugs. We release these for two reasons: first, we have not put out a

stable release for over six months (which I warned the team about in the previous release), so it may
be difficult to use Maya in a production-ready environment while we continue tweaking it. Second,
the world of maya is changing so fast that we feel we need to stop to re-compile for every major

version. Some major new features are present in previous versions (see here for a complete list), but
the major focus is to add support for Maya 2016 and 2017. That being said, the list below contains
the major changes in the new release of maya. Most of the issues discussed below were fixed in

previous versions, but we didnt want them to be lost. 5ec8ef588b
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